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The Salem witch trials were a series of hearings and prosecutions of people accused of witchcraft in colonial
Massachusetts between February 1692 and May 1693. More than 200 people were accused, 19 of whom
were found guilty and executed by hanging (14 women and five men). One other man, Giles Corey, was
crushed to death for refusing to plead, and at least five people died in jail.
Salem witch trials - Wikipedia
Witchcraft or witchery broadly means the practice of and belief in magical skills and abilities exercised by
solitary practitioners and groups. Witchcraft is a broad term that varies culturally and societally, and thus can
be difficult to define with precision, and cross-cultural assumptions about the meaning or significance of the
term should be applied with caution.
Witchcraft - Wikipedia
4 The Crucible is based upon the 17th century witch- hunts that took place in the community of Salem - a
small religious colony of Puritans near Boston, Massachusetts. Miller wrote this play as an allegory
BY ARTHUR MILLER - Home - Shaw Festival Theatre
Study Guide for The Crucible by Arthur Miller . Introduction. The Crucible is Arthur Millerâ€™s dramatization
of the Salem Witch Trials of 1692/93. Set in Salem, Massachusetts, the play enacts the hysteria and irrational
hunt, trial, and execution of innocent people caught up in a personal and superstitious web of accusations.
Study Guide for The Crucible: Literature Guides - A
This website is a portal to make it easier to access the on-line primary sources -- both in transcription and
facsimile images -- of the Salem Witch Trials located at other websites on the internet.
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